CASE STUDY

SAVING YOU TIME:

Using Culling Strategies
to Meet a Tight Deadline
Background

The Solution

The Client was an international company
providing services across 26 countries.
They ranked in the top 25 in Inc. Magazine’s
list of fastest-growing companies in North
America. They were involved in an
international contract dispute. Outside
counsel was a small litigation boutique with
limited discovery resources. They needed to
meet a quickly approaching holiday
production deadline.

Page One’s team was able to offer their
expertise across the spectrum of the
EDRM in order to meet the deadline, while
maintaining fiscal responsibility. Page One
drastically reduced the data size through
our culling strategies.

The Challenge
The Client needed to collect emails for
multiple custodians over a 10 year period.
Due to the limited collection features
offered by their system and the tight
deadline, the Client sought out Page One
Legal. During the collection process
several new issues arose.
▸▸ Page One was provided access to the
email server with only 8 days, to
collect, process, code, and produce
the data.
▸▸ The size of data collected was over
500 GB compressed.
▸▸ The total documents in the collected
were over 1 million.
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The Results
The initial culling strategies reduced the
data size by 150 GBs. Utilizing the Page
One Early Case Assessment Platform in
Relativity, Page One then narrowed down
the 1,000,000 documents to only 400
documents. As a result of identifying these
400 documents in only 3 days, the Client
saved an incredible amount of resources,
all while meeting their tight deadline.

Summary
The Client wouldn’t have been able to meet
the deadline without partnering with Page
One. Page One came up with a proactive
time management plan that leveraged their
culling strategies. Outside counsel stated,
“Not sure how we’d have ever been able to
do it without [Page One].”
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